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Summary
A theoretical basis for the evaluation of the efficiency of quarantine measure is developed in
a SIR model with time delay. In this model, the effectiveness of the closure of public places
such as schools in disease control, modeled as a high degree node in a social network, is
evaluated by considering the effect of the time delay in the identification of the infected.
In the context of the SIR model, the relation between the number of infectious individuals
who are identified with time delay and then quarantined and those who are not identified
and continue spreading the virus are investigated numerically. The social network for the
simulation is modeled by a scale free network. Closure measures are applied to those
infected nodes with high degrees. The effectiveness of the measure can be controlled by the
present value of the critical degree KC : only those nodes with degree higher than KC will be
quarantined. The cost C Q incurred for the closure measure is assumed to be proportional to
the total links rendered inactive as a result of the measure, and generally decreases with KC ,
while the medical cost C Q incurred for virus spreading increases with KC . The total social
cost (C M +C Q ) will have a minimum at a critical K ∗ , which depends on the ratio of medical
cost coefficient α M and closure cost coefficient αQ . Our simulation results demonstrate a
mathematical procedure to evaluate the efficiency of quarantine measure. Although the
numerical work is based on a scale free network, the procedure can be readily generalized
and applied to a more realistic social network to determine the proper closure measure in
future epidemics.

1

Introduction

The recent outbreaks of highly pathogenic avian influenza (H5N1) in Southeast Asia, Europe
and Africa [1] not only caused great loss in poultry, but also poses imminent pandemic threat
to humans [2, 3]. To prevent similar disaster from occurring, several non-pharmaceutical interventions were proposed to mitigate the losses due to the pandemics [4, 5]. These measures
are aimed at decreasing the probability of exposure of the susceptible to the infected, by social
distancing and avoidance of crowding [6].
In a social network, places such as housing projects, schools, public transit, factories and offices, all play an important role in virus transmission [7] as they are hubs of peoples’ daily
activities [8]. A good example is the outbreak of SARS in Hong Kong. The first infected case,
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who is an old professor, stayed in a hotel and infected seven guests who had stayed on the same
floor. One of these hotel guests was responsible for the outbreak in a public hospital affecting at
least 88 healthcare workers and 18 medical students. Meanwhile, a patient discharged from the
same ward of the public hospital caused another outbreak affecting 237 residents in a housing
estate [9]. Later, the SARS virus was transmitted overseas by international flight.
This tragedy suggests that these public places should be considered as the basic units in the
practice of prevention and interventions, such as disinfection, closure and travel constraint.
Specifically, the closure of public places with high connectivity, such as schools, is necessary to
cut down the social contact that will spread the disease in the initial stage of outbreak [4]. Once
an outbreak occurs, people are recommended to avoid crowding conscientiously and to practice
good personal hygiene, such as wearing facemasks in public, disinfection and washing hands.
If the outbreak is local, travel constraints are practiced so that entering and exiting an infected
area is limited [4]. The practice of these non-pharmaceutical interventions necessarily changes
the social activities and individual behaviors, and may cause social disruption and destruction,
as reported during the outbreak of SARS in Hong Kong [10, 11]. If one models the centers
of social activities as nodes in a social network, the seriousness of the non-pharmaceutical
intervention can be mathematically described by the closure of these centers, where social
activities associated with them are measure by the degree of these nodes. For example, the
closure of public places like school can be a very effective measure to reduce the risk of virus
spreading among students.
In the decision making process by the administration with the authority to close public places,
the selection process can be based on the popularity or connectedness of these public places.
In a social network, this can be described by nodes with degree above some chosen value KC .
We see that the larger the KC , the less social places are affected for there are few such nodes in
a social network. Also, the choice of nodes for closure depends on how pathogenic is the virus
and medical treatment available.
While the closure of centers of social activities is effective in the prevention of virus spreading
via social contact, the cost will be high if an unreasonable amount of activities are interrupted.
On the other hand, if too few high degree nodes are quarantined, the number of infected people
will only increase and the medical cost, such as hospitalization, will also increase. Therefore,
there must be a balance between the cost for closure and the cost associated with medical
treatment for the infected. Our aim is to use the SIR model with time delay to numerically
obtain the optimal measure that minimize the total cost, assuming a fixed ratio of the cost for
closure and cost for medical treatment. The cost of medical treatment (including the economic
and physical losses of the patient due to infection, even the cost of life) is to be estimated at
the initial stage of the virus outbreak, co-determined by the pathogenicity of the virus and the
availability of the effective medical treatment. The cost of closure can be estimated based on
investigation, for instance, in the case of the closure of a shopping mall, the loss of business is
a main contributor of economic loss. In our simple model, we assume that the cost of closure
of a node is proportional to the daily activity taking place in that node. Furthermore, a measure
of these activities is approximated by the degree of the node.
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Methods

Recent studies of social networks reveal a special characteristic of these networks called the
scale-free property, which states that the degree distribution function is a power law, P(K) ∼
K −γ , 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3 [12]. We therefore use a scale free network to build the social network for the
estimation of the influence of the practice of these measures, before discussing their efficiency
and cost. Our choice of scale free network is based on the Barabasi-Albert model [13, 12], with
model parameters m = m0 = 4, resulting in a network with average degree hKi = 2m = 8 and a
scale free degree distribution with γ = 3. We choose these model parameters (m, m0 and hKi)
for convenience of illustration. These parameters are typical of many realistic networks [13,
12], while our conclusion is quite general as we aim at demonstrating the procedure of analysis
rather than performing a specific case study of past data. In this network, the links between
nodes describe social activities. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of nodes as homes, schools and
transit centers.

Figure 1: A schematics showing the social network made with nodes denoting center of social activities, such as schools, offices, public transit and households connected by human daily activities.
In emergency, the closures of places with high connectivity, such as schools, are necessary. Schools
(black circle) can be fully closed, and those affected places, where infected cases are identified, like
home 2 (grey circle) should be under surveillance and control (we denote the control strength as
δ).

In an emergency response to severe pandemic influenza outbreak, the government will close
places with high connectivity, such as schools and public gatherings. In the context of our scale
free network model for social activities, we describe the closure measure by saying that a node
will be isolated if its degree K is greater than a chosen critical value KC . Consequently, the
network is changed and links to these high degree nodes are disconnected. Note also that with
a higher critical value KC , the probability that a node will be isolated is less, since our degree
distribution for the network is described by a power law decay. In this sense, the choice of
the critical value KC provides a mathematical parameter in tuning the strength of the control
measure. In Fig. 2a, we show the degree distribution of the network after the execution of the
closure measure, where the strong measure (KC = 15) is compared with a weaker one KC = 25,
where less nodes are closed.
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In order to evaluate the effect of the administration of closure of nodes, we introduce a simple
model for the cost estimation. The cost for a closed node is assumed to be proportional to the
daily social activity associated with the node. Here the social activity associated with the node
is assumed to be measured by its degree K. Now we define αm to be medical cost per node (the
cost for the medical treatment of the infected individuals), with in mind that the administration
enforces the closure of the place (node) once an infected individual associated with the place
is identified and hospitalized. This in fact is the strategy employed in dealing with the avian
flu. We also define αQ to be the closure cost per link for the node. Since the degree K of the
node is a measure of the social activities of the node, therefore the closure of this node will
incur a medical cost of α M and the social cost of closure incurred is αQ K. We further assume
that α M and αQ are constant, which is a simplification as different people and different type of
nodes have very different cost, (such as a node corresponding a shopping mall is very different
from a node corresponding a school as the link connecting a school involves mostly students in
the population). However, as our model is a first attempt to address the issue of the efficiency
of closure measure in a mathematical approach, we cannot provide a very detailed description
of the cost of different people and different types of nodes. Indeed, when closure measure is
applied to a node, losses will be incurred in many forms, such as the economic loss, social loss
such as the loss of class time in school, etc. In general, we expect that the closure of a place
with more daily social activities, such as big shopping mall and university, will generate more
losses. To model the cost C Q for the closure of high degree nodes, we assume the cost of closing
one place is proportional to its activities (the degree), thus that the total cost C Q is proportional
to the total links deleted,
C Q = αQ

+∞
X

P(K)K

(1)

K=KC

The parameter αQ is the loss due to cancelling the travel to some public places (for instance,
student missing classes). In our simple model, we assume αQ to be a constant. When we apply
a strong measure, KC is small, the cost is high, as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
A standard model to describe the dynamics of the spreading of diseases is the SIR model. Here
we also adopt this model as a basis for the analysis of our control measure applied to a social
network. The SIR model has been used successfully for many infectious diseases including
measles, mumps and rubella. The SIR model for epidemiology was originally proposed by
Kermack and McKendrick [14]. The main assumption of this model is that once a virus is
introduced in a population, there are three subgroups, the susceptible (S), the infected (I) and
the recovered (R) from the infection cycle, in which the three subgroups can be mutually convertible as long as the virus sustains. The three letters, S, I, and R, also represent the number
of people in each subgroup at a particular time. The evolution of these numbers is governed by
a differential equation with origin in population dynamics. For a specific disease in a specific
population, these numbers may be worked out in order to predict possible outbreaks and bring
them under control. The detailed mathematical description of this model can be found in [15].
Our model is a modified SIR model based on one key element, which is the time delay in the
identification of the infected subgroup. Furthermore, our numerical simulation is performed
for this SIR model with time delay on a social network. For a particular node with at least one
infected individual, this person has a finite probability in transmitting the virus to others in the
same location or different location via social contact, since people can move from one node to
doi:10.2390/biecoll-jib-2008-96
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Figure 2: (a) The degree distribution of the network P(K) for a given KC = 15 and 25. (b) A small
KC presents highly strengthened measures being practiced, so that social activity is depressed and
great economic losses C Q will be involved.

the other. The social activities between places form links in our network of places. Note that
different person has different response to the virus. Some will induce severe symptom, some
will recover in days with mild symptom and some will even have no symptom but are infectious
for several days [11]. In our model, we take these into account by a time delay parameter. We
assume that if an infected individual stays in one place, he/she will cause either mild outbreak
(meaning that people here get infected and recovered quickly, but without severe symptoms),
or severe outbreak (some people who are very sick are sent to hospital and the place needs to be
quarantined with possible travel restriction). These complex situations are summarized in our
SIR model with a single parameter T I . For typical epidemics such as influenza, the infectious
period T I ranges between two to seven days [2, 16]. We can model the distribution of the
infectious period T I by the Poisson distribution, with average four days,
e−a aT I
p (T I ) =
TI !

with

hT I i =

+∞
X

T p(T ) = a = 4

(2)

T =0

.
The infected individuals spread the virus and eventually recovered. However, a considerable
number of the infected individuals with severe symptoms require hospitalization. Here we
assume that the time delay before hospitalization is T H , which also follows Poisson distribution
with average time 4 days,
e−a aT H
p (T H ) =
TH!

with

hT H i =

+∞
X

T p(T ) = a = 4

(3)

T =0

.
Once a hospitalization case is identified, the place where the case is found will be considered as
under control. The control of the place may include measures such as isolation, mass disinfection, and travel restriction [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In our simple model, we introduce a parameter
called the strength of control, (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1), which represents the efficiency of the control of the
place in the prevention of the spreading of the virus to other places. Here we normalize this
parameter so that a fully closed place corresponds to δ = 1 and a place without control measure
corresponds to δ = 0.
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We perform numerical simulation of outbreak of pandemic influenza using the scale free network and the SIR model with time delay with control measure parameter δ. The cost of hospitalization and control measure applied to a node, is modeled by C M = α M N M , where N M is
the number of places where infected cases are found. Even though the mathematical solution
for coupled differential equation with time delay on a network is very difficult, the numerical
simulation is relatively easy. We next discuss the results of our numerical work.

3

Results

Our simulation results indicate that there are two key parameters that control the loss incurred
by the pandemic. The first parameter is KC . A small value of KC implies the closure of many
places for social activities, thereby containing the outbreak efficiently. The number of cases for
hospitalization, N M , is small and the medical cost is low, as shown in Fig. 3a. However, the
social cost due to reduced economic and social activities is high, as shown in Fig. 2b.

Figure 3: (a) The counted total number of places under control in the first 200 days since the
outbreak, with different KC and δ. (b) The optimal KC , which minimizes total cost for containing
the pandemic influenza outbreak C M + C Q , with different α M /αQ

The second key parameter is the strength of the control measure δ applied to the places where
infected cases with serious symptoms are found. A high value δ implies strict and effective
closure of the affected area and the hospitalization cost is low due to low value of N M . On the
other hand, a low value of δ means that the control measure is not very strict, and the medical
cost incurred is high. This again is clearly shown in Fig. 3a.
Since the cost for interventions C Q monotonically decreases with KC , while the medical cost
C M monotonically increases with KC , we expect an optimal value K ∗ of KC can be found to
minimize the total cost (C M + C Q ). Since the costs depends on the medical cost α M and closure
cost αQ per person, the optimal value K ∗ will be dependent on the ratio α M /αQ , as well as the
strength of control measure δ. This is shown in Fig. 3b.
Based on a known ratio of α M /αQ in a given social environment, and the level of execution of
the control measure δ for the given administration, one can decide the optimal value K ∗ that
will minimize the total cost. The procedure is based on numerical simulation of the SIR model
with time delay.
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Discussion

One of the many simplifying assumptions in our model for measuring the effectiveness of the
closure of public places with time delay in disease control concerns the estimation of the various parameters. Specifically, we encounter many difficulties in the estimation of α M and αQ , we
should note that for an outbreak associated with a new virus, our estimates of these cost parameters rely heavily on our limited knowledge of the new virus, in addition to the unpredictable
consequences of the practice of the control measures and the inexperience in the execution of
the control measures since the virus is new. As one may expect, these uncertainties will introduce errors and affect the administrative decision. However, our model and analysis do provide
a methodology of handling these complex situations. Indeed, our analysis demonstrates the importance of the accurate estimation of the effect of the new virus and the value of efficient and
timely execution of control measure at the INITIAL stage of the outbreak. It is our aim to point
out the method of analysis that leads to a scientifically sound approach to the administration of
control measure, rather than performing a specific case studies using past data.
A second item worthy for further research concerns the modification of the social network
under control measure. Of course, the removal or closure of the high degree nodes will change
the structure of the network. The social network after the administration measure will likely to
be different from the original one with a power-law degree distribution. This is quite reasonable
and understandable, as any major decision on closure of high degree nodes will affect social
behavior dramatically. Closure of a shopping mall has a very different effect from the closure
of a school, for example. However, within the confine our limited knowledge of the social
network under an outbreak and the associated decisions on closure of different types of high
degree nodes, our model can only address this issue of changing social network by saying that
we treat the modification on the social network after the first round of administrative decision on
control measure as a second order perturbation and our conclusion hopefully will not be greatly
changed by this second order effect. After all, we must emphasize the tremendous impact of the
control measure on social society. As shown in Fig. 2a, the execution of control measure affect
the social behavior dramatically, as social activities greatly decreases and the public places are
out of service. Although the closure of public places is proven to be an efficient measure in
controlling the spreading of virus, the cost incurred to the entire society is huge. Therefore, it is
important to provide a quantitative attempt to evaluate the timely and practical control measure,
such as the closure of public places, in the fight against the spreading of new virus.
In summary, we have presented a simple model using several approximations to estimate the
optimal measure for closure of social activities under the threat of pandemic that would minimize the total cost, which include cost of disruption of economic and social activities and
medical cost of treatment of the infected. The approximations include using a scale free network to model the social network, a Poisson distribution for the time delays, and the standard
SIR model defined on a network of places of social activities. The procedure used in our model
however can be readily generalized to more complex situations, where more cost factors are
involved. The important thing to emphasize is that we provide a theoretical framework to estimate the different control measures that can be executed and the procedures to compute via
simulation the optimal measure that minimize the total cost.
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